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ABSTRACT The most significant factor to consider during private information transmission through

the internet (i.e., insecure channel) is security. So, to keep this data from unauthorized access during

transmission, steganography is used. Steganography is the scheme of securing sensitive information by

concealing it within carriers such as digital images, videos, audio, text, etc. Current image steganography

methods work as follows; it assigns cover image then embeds the secret message within it by pixels’

modifications, creating the resultant stego-image. These modifications allow steganalysis algorithms to

detect the embedded secret message. So, a coverless data hiding concept is proposed to solve this problem.

Coverless does not mean that the secret message will be transmitted without using a cover file, or the cover

file can be discarded. Instead, the secret message will be embedded by generating a cover file or a secret

message mapping. In this paper, a novel, highly robust coverless image steganography method based on

optical mark recognition (OMR) and rule-based machine learning (RBML) is proposed.

INDEX TERMS Coverless information hiding, optical mark recognition (OMR), rule-based machine

learning (RBML), image steganography.

I. INTRODUCTION

Communicating and storing sensitive and confidential infor-

mation has become part of day-to-day life. The digitalization

of information and innovations in internet technologies has

supported the exponential use of information transmission.

Thus, secure transmission and storage of private informa-

tion have received many researchers’ attention [1]. Actually,

according to a study by the ‘‘Ponemon Institute’’ and ‘‘IBM,’’

in 2015, data breach average cost was USD 3.79 million,

whereas another study by ‘‘Juniper Research’’ forecasted that

by 2019, cybercrimes would cost about USD 2.1 trillion [2].

As such, many techniques for hiding private and sensitive

information in digital carriers have been developed. Hiding

this information in images, text, videos, and audio is termed

steganography [1].

The method proposed in this paper depends on the

following: coverless image steganography, optical mark

recognition (OMR), and rule-based machine learning

(RBML). So, the rest of the introduction discusses these

related topics briefly.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Yassine Maleh .

A. IMAGE STEGANOGRAPHY

Steganography word consists of two words of Greek origin,

‘‘steganos’’ and ‘‘graphien,’’ which, when combined, mean

‘‘covered writing’’ [1]. Steganography is a method to secure

messages during transmission by concealing them within a

carrier such as an image, video, text, or audio, which results

in stego media [3]. Carriers may also include hiding informa-

tion in various formats such as codes, DNA, HTML, XML,

or executable files (EXE) [1].

By using steganography, the secret message format does

not change, and the actual data are maintained. The objectives

are to provide end-to-end secure data communication [1],

concealment of the communication existence, and personal

data protection [4].

The cover medium chosen for embedding must have

two features: it should be familiar, and the modifica-

tions should be invisible to a third party. To the best

of our knowledge, digital images are the most famous

carrier in steganography because they contain significant

amounts of redundant data and can conceal sensitive data

without any visible effects [4]. So, in image steganog-

raphy, confidential information is exclusively hidden in

images [5].
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1) GENERAL IMAGE STEGANOGRAPHY PROCEDURE

The primary goal of digital image steganography is the unno-

ticeable concealment of private or secret data inside a cover

image. The secret message type may be image, bits, text,

or video files. The embedded data hidden in a carrier image

are termed a ‘secret message’ or ‘payload,’ and the result

is a ‘stego-image.’ Then stego-image is shared through an

insecure channel [1], [4].

For better security, security systems may use an encryp-

tion algorithm and optional key throughout the embedding

process. This key may contain data such as embedding coef-

ficients, the password used in the encryption process, etc.

It must be shared between the sender and recipient [1], [4].

So, image steganography terms are [6]:

• Secret message (payload): sensitive information that is

embedded in the carrier image [6],

• Cover image (carrier): an original image that is used as

the medium to hold the payload [6],

• Stego-image: resultant image after hiding the payload

within the carrier image [6], and

• Stego-key: optional additional information that is used

for embedding and extracting the payload [6].

The image steganography system comprises two phases

(Figure 1): embedding and extracting the secret message.

In the embedding phase, the secret message or payload is hid-

den in locations selected within the carrier image, depending

on the steganography method. Then stego-image is submitted

to the recipient [5]. In general, the embedding phase can be

represented by this equation [1]:

SI = Embedding (CI,Encryption (SM,K1),K2) (1)

where SI refers to the stego-image obtained, Embedding(,)

refers to embedding function, CI is the cover image, Encryp-

tion(,) is an optional encryption function, SM is the secret

message, and K1 and K2 are optional keys used for

encryption and embedding, respectively. The SI is then sent

through a communication channel to the receiver side.

The extraction phase can be represented using the follow-

ing equation [1]:

SM = Decryption (Extraction (SI,K2),K1) (2)

where SM is the secret message; Extraction(,) is the extrac-

tion function, which is the same as the embedding function

FIGURE 1. The general procedure in image steganography [5].

but in reverse); SI is the stego-image received at the receiver

side; Decryption(,) is the decryption function; and K1 and

K2 are optional secret keys used for extraction and decryp-

tion, respectively [1].

2) IMAGE STEGANOGRAPHY REQUIREMENTS

Any image steganography system has four essential prop-

erties: robustness, capacity, imperceptibility, and security to

test its effectiveness [1]. A trade-off exists among these prop-

erties; if the payload amount increases, the artifacts’ effect

increases, and the resistance toward modification decreases.

So, all the properties must be maintained at an optimum

level [1], as will be discussed next in more detail.

• Imperceptibility (Undetectability): The critical require-

ment for the image steganography method is unde-

tectability. The strength of any image steganography

method lies in embedding the payload in the car-

rier image so that it is undetectable with the use of

statistics or by the naked eye [1], [7]. Imperceptibil-

ity/undetectability means how much the stego-image is

indistinguishable from the carrier image [4]. Simply,

if the stego-image and the cover image are identical,

the communication is more secure [1], [7].

• Security: An image steganography method is regarded

as secure if the payload is not detectable by statis-

tical means or removable by an attacker after being

detected, i.e., how stego-images can resist different

steganalysis attacks [4]. Another critical requirement

of any image steganography system is the secure

transmission of the payload. So, security in avoid-

ing unauthorized information access by a third party

while transmitting through an insecure communication

channel is crucial [1], [7].

• Payload Capacity: An effective image steganography

system aims to transmit the maximum payload using

the minimum amount of carrier image. The embedding

capacity is the maximum amount of payload embedded

compared to the carrier image size. Maintaining a higher

embedding rate without destroying image security and

undetectability is challenging when hiding data [1], [7].

• Robustness: is the ability to embed and extract the

hidden payload from a stego-image even if it is dam-

aged/modified by a third party using image com-

pression, scaling, resizing, etc. Image steganography

systems are of low robustness when stego-images

are modified via image compression, conversion of

the file format, and digital to analog format con-

version [1], [7]. Thus, the ideal image steganogra-

phy method must simultaneously achieve the above

objectives: high robustness, good imperceptibility, high

capacity, and security [4].

3) IMAGE STEGANOGRAPHY CLASSIFICATIONS

Two types of steganography methods are based on digital

images [8]: the spatial domain methods, which hide the secret
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message in the carrier image directly through pixel manipula-

tion [9], including methods such as ‘‘pixel-value difference’’

(PVD) and ‘‘least significant bit’’ (LSB); and the frequency

domain methods, which embed payload by modifying coef-

ficients of the transformed image, including ‘‘discrete cosine

transform’’ (DCT), ‘‘discrete Fourier transform’’ (DFT), and

‘‘discrete wavelet transform’’ (DWT) [10].

4) COVERLESS IMAGE STEGANOGRAPHY

In almost all traditional image steganography methods,

the payload is embedded into cover image pixels, creating

modification effects. In these methods, the stego-images may

be detected by any image steganalysis tool, and due to this,

security cannot be guaranteed. To address this issue, a cov-

erless data hiding concept has been proposed [11]. Coverless

data hiding was proposed to resist existing steganalysis tools,

first introduced in 2015 [10]. The main idea of this technique

is to find images that contain a payload. In coverless data

hiding, a mapping relationship exists between the payload

and the cover image. Compared with traditional steganog-

raphy, coverless steganography does not change the cover

pixels, such as LSB, PVD, etc. Therefore, the security of

coverless steganography methods is higher than traditional

steganography methods [11].

Coverless information hiding does not mean that a cover is

not required. However, comparedwith traditional steganogra-

phy, coverless steganography directly uses the contents of the

cover itself to represent the payload [10]. The existing cover-

less steganography methods can be classified into text-based

and image-based methods, depending on the type of cover

transmitted. For the text-based type, the current methods

mainly search for the texts containing the payload according

to specific rules, such as the stego-texts, then determine the

location of the secret data using labels [10]. The current

image-based methods are similar to image retrieval tech-

niques; these methods use images retrieved from the image

database to represent the payload [10].

B. OPTICAL MARK RECOGNITION (OMR)

OMR is an electronic method used to gather human-marked

data by identifying specific markings on a bubble sheet

document (Figure 2). Usually, this process is achieved with

the aid of a special scanner that checks light reflection

through the sheet; marked bubbles/circles reflect less light

than the blank bubbles/circles, resulting in less reflectivity.

Currently, the OMR process is widely used to administer

different types of exams [12]. This technology involves

collecting data from fill-in-the-bubble sheets like tests, sur-

veys, multiple-choice questions (MCQ) sheets, and true/false

(T/F) sheets (Figure 2). OMR enables the respondent/student

to choose the answer of a question by filling in a bub-

ble or circle associated with the correct answer. Collecting

data using OMR is more precise than handwriting answers’

recognition [13]. Although OMR is not a new technology,

it has evolved; conventional OMR systems require preprinted

FIGURE 2. True/false (T/F) OMR bubble sheet.

forms and special scanners. Although OMR is a promising

technology, it is expensive and limited to very high volume

applications [13].

C. RULE-BASED MACHINE LEARNING

‘‘Machine learning’’ (ML) is a form of ‘‘artificial intelli-

gence’’ (AI) that enables the system to learn from data instead

of through programming [14]. ML is a rapidly growing field

that refers to the automated detection of patterns in a dataset,

becoming a standard tool in any task that requires informa-

tion extraction from large data sets. ML-based technology

surrounds us, including facial detection in digital cameras

and personal assistance apps on smartphones that recognize

voice commands [15]. ML is classified into ‘‘supervised

learning,’’ ‘‘unsupervised learning,’’ and ‘‘reinforcement

learning’’ [14].

The selection of a proper algorithm is both an art and a

science. As an example, if two data scientists are solving

the same problem, two different algorithms may be chosen.

However, understanding different ML algorithms types help

identify the best type to be used [14]. These algorithms

include Bayesian, clustering, decision tree, dimensionality

reduction, instance-based, neural networks, deep learning,

linear regression, regularization to avoid overfitting, and rule-

based machine learning (RBML).

RBML algorithms describe data using relational rules. This

system can be contrasted from ML systems that create a

model that can be generally applied to all the incoming data.

To summarize, these systems are straightforward: If A is input

data, perform B. However, as systems become active, RBML

can be too complicated. For example, a system can include

more than 100 pre-defined rules, so it is essential to be careful

when creating an approach to avoid over-complication [14].

The main contribution of this study is to propose a novel

and highly robust coverless image steganography method

using the bubble sheet as a cover based on an OMR system

and RBML in order to enhance coverless image steganogra-

phy security, robustness, and capacity.

The remainder of the paper is arranged in this way;

Section 2 introduces some related studies on digi-

tal image steganography methods: coverless and tradi-

tional. Section 3 explains the proposed method in detail.

Section 4 presents the proposed method’s results then com-

pares them with existing methods. Finally, Section 5 covers

the conclusion of the paper.
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II. RELATED STUDIES

In this section, some studies and related work on covered and

coverless digital image steganography is presented in detail.

Lee [3] presented adaptive ‘‘least-significant-bit’’ (LSB)

data hiding for color images in PNG format on smart-

phones. For each channel—red (R), green (G), and

blue (B)—combinations of all-4bit, one-4bit + two-2bit, and

two-3bit + one-2bit LSB replacements have been proposed.

In the all-4bits method, the method embeds four bits in each

pixel of R, G, and B. In one-4bit + two-2bit, the method

embeds four bits in one pixel, the other two pixels with two

bits only, and so on. The inputs to the method are a color

image and the zipped (compressed) data to be hidden. Then,

based on the data’s size, the number of required pixels in a row

is calculated. For each row, the proposed method sort deltai,

which is the difference value of every two consecutive pixels

(i.e., deltai = |xi+1− xi|) in descending order, then select

the chosen pixels and replace the LSBs of chosen pixels with

the secret zipped data bits. Also, the size is embedded in a

specific head area in the cover image.

Stănescu et al. [2] proposed a model with the pre-requisite

that the sender must have a set of original cover objects CR,

which are processed in based upon a processing function

fp to create cover objects C that are used in the steganog-

raphy process. So, the cover objects C are obtained after

the processing of CR. To confuse the attacker, the sender

selects and incorporates the payload only in some of the cover

objects, which become steganography objects S. However,

the entire set of cover objects, including those without con-

fidential information, are sent to the receiver. The authors

stated that the cover objects are selected with the help of a

switch. If the switch is in the ‘‘0’’ state, the cover object is

sent to the receiver, and it does not contain any payload but

will confuse the attacker. If the switch is in the ‘‘1’’ state, then

the steganography object is transmitted to the receiver. The

operation of the switch is controlled according to a function

known by both sender and recipient. The changes completed

using the processing function are achieved in such a way

that the original cover object does not differ too much from

the processed object. The transformation that can be applied

through the processing function is the noise; as the transfor-

mation is applied similarly to all of the original cover objects,

the entropy increases for all of them. Finally, the payload is

embedded in some of the processed cover objects. Following

this step, the complete set of cover objects, steganography

objects, and processed cover objects is sent to the recipient.

Li et al. [16], an iris image steganography method, was

proposed. Thismethod embeds the personal privacy data in an

iris image using ‘‘syndrome trellis coding’’ (STC)-based data

hiding. To minimize the effect of data hiding on iris image

recognition quality, the authors proposed a distortion function

that assigns a high embedding cost to the critical iris feature

region. The method works as follows: In the enrolment phase,

personal data are encrypted using an existing algorithm.

Then, the cipher data are embedded into a registered iris

cover image using a proposed embedding algorithm to obtain

the iris stego-image with private data. Finally, the iris stego-

image is saved in the database for authentication. Only the iris

image database is needed, instead of additional storage space.

Tao et al. [17] proposed a robust image steganography

framework. First, the channel compressed version of the

original image is obtained. Secondly, the payload is hidden

into the original compressed image using any JPEG-based

steganography method that creates a stego-image after trans-

mission. Then, the compressed image is obtained: to generate

the intermediate image, which is the corresponding image

before channel transmission, a coefficient adjustment scheme

modifies the original image based on the stego-image, and

this adjustment is performed so that the channel compressed

version of the intermediate image and the stego-image are

identical. Finally, after channel transmission, the payload can

be fully extracted from stego-image.

Devi et al. [18] proposed a method closely related to the

method [16], in which some information is embedded in

brain MR images, and they checked if the stego-image could

still support the same classification accuracy as the original

image.

Duan et al. [19], proposed a coverless data hiding frame-

work based on a ‘‘generative model’’ was proposed. First,

the selected secret image is fed as input to the ‘‘genera-

tive model database’’ to generate another independent and

meaning-normal image that is different from the selected

secret image. This image is then transmitted to the recipient

and fed as the input to the ‘‘generative model database’’ to

generate another visually similar image as the selected secret

image. Thus, only the ‘‘meaning-normal’’ image that is not

related to the selected secret image is transmitted. Finally, the

sender and recipient must share the same dataset and the same

parameters.

Cao et al. [10], proposed a coverless data hiding frame-

work based on the ‘‘molecular structure images of material’’.

Firstly, the image is divided into several blocks (sub-images),

and then the average pixel values of each block are calculated

and used to represent a fragment of the secret information.

The secret information is transformed into a binary string then

the binary string is segmented into fragments according to

the mapping relationship to obtain a binary sequence, which

is represented by the calculated average pixel value of sub-

images. The proposed method searches the appropriate sub-

images to express the secret information. Finally, the authors

used a sub-image to represent a fragment of the four-bit

binary. Then, labels are used to identify sub-images locations

that represent the binary sequence. They also used a ‘‘multi-

level inverted index’’ structure to improve search efficiency.

Another coverless image steganography method was intro-

duced, Wu et al. [20], based on the ‘‘grayscale gradient co-

occurrence matrix.’’ The secret information is converted into

a secret binary streamM with a length L. Then, this stream is

divided into eight-bit segments. Secondly, each eight-bit seg-

ment is coded using the Turbo encoder. As a result, the length

of each segment becomes 16 bits. Thirdly, the sub-pool image

that corresponds to the 16 bits length segment is searched for
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according to the mapping relationship. Fourthly, the search

step is repeated until all the segments are mapped. Fifthly,

the image equal to the length of the binary stream is selected,

then added to the end of those images. Finally, all images are

transferred to the recipient.

Another proposed framework is as follows,

Zhou et al. [21]: a database of images is created. Then, for

each image, a hashing algorithm is used for hash sequence

generation. After that, to build an ‘‘inverted index structure,’’

all of the database images are indexed according to their

hash sequences. So, to transmit the payload, the payload

is first transformed into a stream of bits and divided into

equal-length segments. For each segment, by searching in

the inverted index structure, the image with a hash sequence

matching the segment is found. Finally, the series of images

that can be referred to as stego-images are obtained and then

transmitted to the recipient.

A coverless steganography method based on image hash-

ing has been reported, Zheng et al. [22]. Based on (SIFT)

feature, the proposed algorithm extracts 18-bits from each

image as the robust hash value. So, rather than embedding

the secret data into these images, the authors established a

relationship between the images and payload using a hash

map. Before the secret communication, a local database must

be created containing all the imageswith the same hash values

as all 18-bit binary sequences. Finally, the series of these

images with the hash sequences the same as the segments are

obtained and transmitted to the recipient.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

According to different hiding methods, the commonly used

image steganography schemes, either in the frequency or

spatial domain, leave modifications to the stego-image that

are detectable by any detection algorithm [19]. Detection

algorithms, or steganalysis [4], can be identified as payload

detection art [2]. Coverless information hiding has been pro-

posed to resist the existing steganalysis tools [10]. Steganal-

ysis can be classified into passive and active methods. For

passive methods, the absence or existence of secret data can

be identified, whereas active steganalysis can recover, mod-

ify, or tamper with the hidden message so that the recipient

is unable to extract it [2], [4]. Another unsolved problem in

image steganography is the artifacts that could destroy the

stego image, such as network transmission errors [2] or image

manipulations, such as image filtering, scaling, conversion of

file format, digital to analog format conversion, noise, and

data compression [23].

The current coverless image steganography methods are

similar to image retrieval. These methods use images

retrieved from the image library (i.e., a pre-defined local

database created at the sender and receiver; both ends) to

represent the payload [10]. To the best of our knowledge,

these techniques are not very robust, as they can resist

some steganalysis tools or algorithms, but not all [10]. Also,

they cannot overcome issues due to network transmission

errors or image manipulations. As with coverless image

steganography, the selection of the image from the dataset

to represent the secret message is based on its pixel values,

characteristics, or histogram; so, if any pixel changes or the

image data are tampered with, changed, or modified due to

active steganalysis, imagemanipulation, or network transmis-

sion error, a part or all of the secret message is lost.

Another challenge with the coverless image steganogra-

phy methods is that these techniques have low embedding

capacity [10], mainly because an image can only generate

a fixed-length binary stream, as shown in section 2, and the

selected image features are not evenly distributed [10].

Any steganography system must be secure and robust

against manipulations by an active attacker and against arti-

facts that could result in secret message loss, such as network

transmission errors [2] or image manipulations [23]. Thus,

the following properties of coverless image steganography

techniques need to be improved: security and robustness

against these attacks, overcoming challenges stated above,

and greater capacity than the few bits/cover provided in the

previously proposed coverless methods. So, to address these

problems, a novel coverless image steganography method

that is based on OMR and RBML is proposed here.

A. PROPOSED METHOD COMPONENTS

The components of the proposed method are as follows:

• Bubble sheet: Corresponds to the cover image in

traditional steganography methods. It is a generated

answer/bubble sheet that is used as a carrier.

• Secret message (payload): Sensitive information

mapped to the bubble sheet (bubble sheet answers).

• Answered/mapped bubble sheet: Corresponds to stego-

image—the bubble sheet obtained after answer-

ing/mapping the secret message.

• Mapping algorithm: The embedding algorithm used to

answer the bubble sheet based on secret message bits.

• Detection algorithm: The extraction algorithm used to

collect and detect the answers from the answered bubble

sheet to obtain and form the secret message.

B. SYSTEM (MAPPING AND DETECTION PHASES)

Before the mapping phase, a bubble-sheet template

(True/False answer sheet, four columns × N rows) must be

generated only once at the sender side using any free OMR

software. In this study, it was created using Microsoft Office

Word 2016 and a free OMR font [24]. Then, the generated

bubble sheet template is saved as an image in any format,

which is the image used instead of the local database currently

used in coverless image steganography methods. No image

library and no images are required, and no image has to be

created again either at the sender or receiver side, as required

with previous coverless steganography methods.

1) MAPPING PHASE

Figure 3 shows that the generated bubble sheet and the

secret message are fed as inputs to the RBML mapping

algorithm (Algorithm 1). Then, the secret message is divided
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FIGURE 3. RBML mapping example.

into characters and converted into binary stream 0’s and 1’s.

After that, this bitstream is divided into blocks of 4 bits

each; each block’s length is equal to the number of columns

of each row in the generated sheet, which is four columns.

Secondly, the RBML algorithm is now created and learned

to complete the following tasks: detect and count the number

of rows in the bubble sheet, detect all circles found in the

generated bubble sheet row by row, calculate the bubble sheet

full capacity as each byte (i.e., 8 bits) will be embedded in

2 consecutive rows, and mapping the secret data by marking

and answering the bubbles/circles in the bubble sheet, which

will be discussed next.

The mapping phase works as follows: the trained ML

algorithm takes a block from the secret message (4 bits) and

a row from the bubble sheet (4 columns = eight circles),

then answers the sheet by marking the bubbles in the current

row based on the 4 bits. The bit number corresponds to the

question/column number in each row (i.e., bit number 1 is

the answer of the first true/false question/column and so on).

So, if the first bit is 1, the answer is true and the true circle

is detected and marked in the first question/column in the

bubble sheet by the RBML algorithm; otherwise, if the first

bit is 0, so the answer is false and the false circle will be

marked in the first question/column in the bubble sheet by

the RBML algorithm. So, the bubble sheet as in Figure 3,

contains 4 columns, and each column contains two answers

for one question, which are true/false (i.e., 8 bubbles), and

depend on the secret message bit, which is 0/1. The ML algo-

rithm should mark the correct bubble/answer as explained

above (i.e., mapping). As an example, if the secret message

block is 0100, as shown in Figure 3, then the algorithm will

circle the false bubble for the first question, circle the true

bubble for the second question, then false, and so on, row by

row. At the end of the mapping process, the algorithm will

solve the whole answer sheet based on the secret message and

the answered/mapped bubble-sheet will be ready to be shared

(i.e., sent to receiver).

2) DETECTION PHASE

The detection phase works as the mapping phase but in

reverse order, as shown in the OMR detection algorithm

(Algorithm 2). Firstly, the answered/mapped bubble-sheet is

scanned row by row, and the circles are detected for each row.

Then, answers are collected, and secret bits are obtained and

concatenated to form the bitstream.After, the bitstream is rep-

resented by 8 bits blocks, and these blocks are converted into

characters using ASCII. Finally, these obtained characters are

joined together, forming the secret message.

C. ALGORITHMS

All the operations of the RBML mapping algorithm

(Algorithm 1) are completed at the sender side. The steps of

the OMR detection algorithm (Algorithm 2) to detect and

collect the answers (i.e., secret bits) are completed on the

receiver’s side.

Algorithm 1 RBML Mapping Algorithm

Input: Bubble Sheet (BS), Secret Message (SM).
Output: Mapped Bubble Sheet (MBS).
1. Message ‘SM’ is split onto characters; SM= {sm1, sm2, sm3,

. . . , smn}.
2. Convert message characters into a stream of bits ‘SoB’ based

upon ASCII standards; SoB= {0’s and 1’s}.
3. Divide ‘SoB’ into blocks of 4 bits; Blk= {blk1, blk2, blk3

. . . blkn}.
4. Detect and count the number of rows in bubble sheet ‘R’.
5. Detect all bubbles in each row ’RB’, RB= {rb1, rb2, rb3 . . . rbn}.
6. For i= 1 to length (Blk)
7. BS= MarkBubbles(BS, blki, rbi) //Mapping Step
8. End For
9. MBS. = BS
10. Return Mapped/Marked Bubble Sheet ‘MBS’.

Func. BubbleSheet=MarkBubbles (BubbleSheet, Block, RowBub-
bles)

1. For i=1 to 4
2. If (Block(i)==1)
3. Circle RowBubbles(i, 1) found in BubbleSheet //Answer is
True
4. Else
5. Circle RowBubbles(i, 2) found in BubbleSheet //Answer is
False
6. End if
7. End For
8. Return BubbleSheet
End Function
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Algorithm 2 OMR Detection Algorithm

Input: Mapped Bubble Sheet (MBS).
Output: Secret Message (SM).

1. Detect/count number of rows ‘R’ in Mapped Bubble Sheet
‘MBS.’

2. Detect all bubbles in each row; RB= {rb1, rb2, rb3 . . . rbn}.
3. For i= 1 to length (RB)
4. blki =OMRScanBubbles(rbi) //Detection Step
5. End For
6. Combine all detected blocks Blk= {blk1, blk2, blk3 . . . blkn}.
7. Create stream of secret Msg bits by concatenating ‘Blk’

elements.
8. Divide and convert stream ‘SoB’ back into secret message

characters ‘sm’ using ASCII.
11. Join all ‘sm’ characters to create Secret Message ‘SM’,

SM= {sm1, sm2, sm3, . . . , smn}.
12. Return Secret Message ‘SM’

Function Block = OMRScanBubbles(RowBubbles)

1. BitCounter=0
2. For i=1 to 4
3. If (RowBubbles(i, 1) is Marked)
4. Block(BitCounter)=1 // True Answer Detected
5. BitCounter= BitCounter + 1
6. Else if (RowBubbles(i, 2) is Marked)
7. Block(BitCounter)= 0 // False Answer Detected
8. BitCounter= BitCounter + 1
9. End if
10. End For
11. Return Block
End Function

IV. EVALUATION AND COMPARISONS

Upgrading the properties of coverless image steganogra-

phy, such as enhancing capacity, security, imperceptibil-

ity, and robustness, is this paper’s main contribution. So,

the proposed method was experimentally evaluated based

on these main four essential properties to assess its effec-

tiveness and to verify and evaluate its efficiency. The

results were used to compare the effectiveness of the pro-

posed method with existing coverless image steganography

methods.

A. CAPACITY

As shown in Tables 1 and 2, the proposed method’s hid-

ing capacity is the highest amongst the available methods.

Notably, the proposed method capacity is not limited to

120 bits/cover, as more bubbles can be added until the sheet

capacity according to the actual needs. In this experiment,

the sheet was four columns × 30 rows.

TABLE 1. Proposed method embedding capacity.

TABLE 2. The number of images needed when the same data are
hidden [22].

Table 1 shows that the proposed method’s hiding capac-

ity is the highest among the previously proposed cov-

erless image steganography methods, 120 bits/cover; this

means that the proposed method has significant embedding

capacity, increasing the hiding capacity of the coverless

image steganography technique. As stated above, the bub-

ble sheet may contain even more bubbles to represent more

binary bits.

Table 2 shows that the number of images required to hold

the same secret message is the lowest among other meth-

ods, which means a smaller number of covers needed. For

example, to map/hide one kB of secret data, Zhou et al. [21]

required 1024 images, Zheng et al. [22] required 457 images,

and I required only 68 images. As each bubble sheet can map

up to 15 bytes (120 bits), mapping 1024 bytes only requires

68 images.

B. ROBUSTNESS

Robustness is the steganography method’s ability to resist

attacks. In the secret data/payload transmission process, algo-

rithm failure is caused by various attacks such as noise

attacks, scaling attacks, and JPEG compression. The robust-

ness of the coverless proposed method was tested, evaluated,

and verified through experiments and comparisons [20].

First, a bit error rate (BER) must be defined. BER is a

robustness measure of the steganography algorithm in the

communication process, calculated as follows [20]:

BER = e/n, e =
∑

pi ⊕ qi;Wherei = 1 : n (3)

E represents the number of errors found, n is the total

number of bits, p is the original secret bits vector before the

attack, and q is the secret bits vector after being attacked.

If BER = 0, no errors were found, and the secret bits were

successfully extracted with 100% accuracy, which means that

the method is 100% robust to this attack. Otherwise, if BER

> 0, an error rate exists in the extracted secret bits after the

attack (i.e., some secret bits have been changed/damaged),

which means the method is not 100% robust to this attack.

1) JPEG COMPRESSION ATTACK

JPEG is the compression standard for still images and is

the most popular method. JPEG is a lossy compression that

allows data to be lost and applied to images before/during

transmission [20]. The stego-image is modified/damaged
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through transmission if it is compressed. The proposed

method robustness (BER) was measured against the JPEG

attack. The JPEG quality factor ranges from 1 to 100, whereas

the highest compression ratio= 1 and the lowest compression

ratio = 100.

TABLE 3. Comparison of BER after JPEG compression attack.

Table 3 compares the CBD, CBZS, CSD, CIHRIH,

Wu et al. methods [20], and the proposed method. The pro-

posed method performed the best with 0 BER for the same

compression values, which means the proposed algorithm is

100% robust to JPEG compression attacks at these values and

the secret message extraction accuracy is 100%.

2) NOISE ATTACK

‘‘Salt and pepper’’ noise is randomly distributed through

an image, but its depth is fixed. In general, two kinds of

noise, salt, and pepper, show up simultaneously in the image.

The proposed method was analyzed for noise with densities

ranging from 0.01 to 0.04 in 0.01 increments.

TABLE 4. Comparison of BER after noise attack.

Table 4 compares the BER among the following meth-

ods: CIHWE [21], CIHRIH [22], Wu et al. [20], and the

proposed method after attack by ‘‘salt and pepper’’ noise.

In the proposed method experiment, salt and pepper were

applied on a single layer only from the image, as other

methods use greyscale images, which are single layer images.

So, the results showed that the proposed method had a zero

BER at the same noise density, which means the proposed

algorithm is 100% robust to ‘‘salt and pepper’’ noise attacks

at these densities if applied to a single layer from the image.

I attempted to salt and pepper the full image (i.e., the three R,

G, and B layers), but the proposed method failed to detect the

data, as the ML algorithm could not detect the circles due to

the noise.

3) SCALING ATTACK

Stego-image scaling can destroy the extracted secretmessage.

The scaling attack results are listed in Table 5.

Table 5 compares the RCIS, Wu et al. method [20], and

proposed method. The results showed that at a 0.3 scaling

ratio, the proposed method has three error bits out of the

TABLE 5. Comparison of BER after scaling attack.

120 bits. The BER was 0.02500. This error was due to the

tiny size of the circles that the ML algorithm could not detect

the circles. The BER of the proposed method at the 0.5, 0.75,

and 1.5 scales was 0, whichmeans themethod is 100% robust,

and the message was fully detected successfully.

4) OTHER ATTACKS

The results of applying some attacks that are hard to

resist by almost all image steganography methods, includ-

ing color space conversion (i.e., red, green, blue (RGB)

to greyscale conversion), thresholding (i.e., RGB to binary

image conversion), conversion of file format, and digital into

analog format conversion (i.e., print and scan stego-image)

are listed in Table 6.

TABLE 6. BER of the proposed method after different attacks.

As shown in Table 6, the proposed method succeeded in

resisting the above attacks, and the BER was 0, which means

100% robust to these types of attacks. In the print-scan attack,

the used scanner should be of acceptable quality, and the

printed sheet should be appropriately placed on the scanner

lens (i.e., not rotated, not shifted, etc.).

C. SECURITY

Security is compromised when communication is monitored.

If the attacker wants to obtain the payload, they have to iden-

tify the existence of the communication and read the secret

information [20]. In the proposed method, there is no hidden

message and no stego-image; it is only a student’s answered

bubble-sheet for a final exam, which is not suspicious. Thus,

the proposed method provides a high-security level, and is

hard for an attacker to detect the payload.

1) STEGANALYSIS ATTACK

Data hiding methods should resist various steganaly-

sis attacks. Unfortunately, almost all the existing image

steganography methods are detectable by steganalysis tools

that use the pixel bits changes resulting from the hiding opera-

tions applied in steganography methods [21]. However, these

tools cannot efficiently detect coverless steganography meth-

ods because without employing a cover image for embedding

the secret data, the proposed method directly finds the circle
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and marks it to map the secret bits. Notably, OMR sheets are

not suspicious as they are used in exams and surveys, and they

have not been previously used as cover images.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a highly robust, highly secure, and highly

embedding capacity coverless image steganography method

based on OMR and RBML was proposed. In the proposed

method, the secret information (payload) is represented by

a binary string. Then, the bubble sheet is used to represent

binary fragments according to a mapping function. Finally,

the generated mapped bubble sheet is the answered version

that is sent to the receiver. The proposed method depends on

the rule-based machine learning (RBML) and optical mark

recognition (OMR) algorithms. The RBML algorithm was

first developed and then learned to simulate a student’s behav-

ior in his final bubble-sheet T/F exam, detecting the circles

and marking them based on the correct answers. The secret

bit is taken as the correct answer of a question; the algorithm

detects its corresponding question number, then marks its

circle based on the given correct answer to solve the question

and map the secret bit.

The second algorithm was the OMR, which is used in

the detection phase. OMR systems require special scanners,

which are expensive. An OMR algorithm, which is free, was

developed instead of using special expensive scanners. The

OMR algorithm, with the help of the RBML algorithm that

was developed in the mapping phase, is used to collect the

correct answers of the student from the mapped bubble sheet,

as these answers will be the secret message that was mapped

in the mapping phase.

Finally, the proposed coverless steganography method has

some advantages compared to current coverless methods:

• No database is required. No database is needed for cover

images, neither at the sender side nor the receiver side,

compared with previously reported coverless methods.

• No secret information sharing required. No information

has to be shared between the sender and receiver, such

as databases, labels, bit locations, etc.

• No time wasted in searching. Almost all previous meth-

ods have to search within a database for the required

image. Searching for images in databases can be slow,

depending on the size of the database.

• Very high capacity. As shown in Tables 1 and 2, the pro-

posed method has the highest embedding capacity

among the previously proposed methods. Also, embed-

ding capacity can be increase as required.

• Very high robustness. The experiments showed that the

method has very high robustness, as shown in Tables 3 to

6, and can resist different attacks as scaling, color space

conversion, JPEG compression, thresholding, ‘‘salt and

pepper’’ noise, file format conversion, converting from

digital into analog format, and steganalysis tools.

• Very high security as bubble sheets are not suspicious

and have not been previously used as a cover file.

• The proposed method applies machine learning algo-

rithms in steganography, which were previously used in

steganalysis. In the OMR phase, no special or expensive

tools are required.
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